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Purpose: To develop a deformable mapping technique to match corresponding lesions between digi-
tal breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) images.
Methods: External fiducial markers were attached to the surface of two CIRS multi-modality com-
pressible breast phantoms (A and B) containing multiple simulated lesions. Both phantoms were
imaged with DBT (upright positioning with cranial-caudal compression) and ABUS (supine posi-
tioning with anterior-to-chest wall compression). The lesions and markers were manually segmented
by three different readers. Reader segmentation similarity and reader reproducibility were assessed
using Dice similarity coefficients (DSC) and distances between centers of mass (dCOM). For deform-
able mapping between the modalities each reader’s segmented dataset was processed with an auto-
mated deformable mapping algorithm as follows: First, Morfeus, a finite element (FE) based multi-
organ deformable image registration platform, converted segmentations into triangular surface
meshes. Second, Altair HyperMesh, a FE pre-processor, created base FE models for the ABUS and
DBT data sets. All deformation is performed on the DBT image data; the ABUS image sets remain
fixed throughout the process. Deformation was performed on the external skin contour (DBT image
set) to match the external skin contour on the ABUS set, and the locations of the external markers
were used to morph the skin contours to be within a user-defined distance. Third, the base DBT-FE
model was deformed with the FE analysis solver, Optistruct. Deformed DBT lesions were correlated
with matching lesions in the base ABUS FE model. Performance (lesion correlation) was assessed
with dCOM for all corresponding lesions and lesion overlap. Analysis was performed to determine the
minimum number of external fiducial markers needed to create the desired correlation and the
improvement of correlation with the use of external markers.
Results: Average DSC for reader similarity ranged from 0.88 to 0.91 (ABUS) and 0.57 to 0.83
(DBT). Corresponding dCOM ranged from 0.20 to 0.36 mm (ABUS) and 0.11 to 1.16 mm (DBT).
Lesion correlation is maximized when all corresponding markers are within a maximum distance of
5 mm. For deformable mapping of phantom A, without the use of external markers, only two of six
correlated lesions showed overlap with an average lesion dCOM of 6.8  2.8 mm. With use of three
external fiducial markers, five of six lesions overlapped and average dCOM improved to
4.9  2.4 mm. For deformable mapping of Phantom B without external markers analysis, four
lesions were correlated of seven with overlap between only one of seven lesions, and an average
lesion dCOM of 9.7  3.5 mm. With three external markers, all seven possible lesions were corre-
lated with overlap between four of seven lesions. The average dCOM was 8.5  4.0 mm.
Conclusion: This work demonstrates the potential for a deformable mapping technique to relate cor-
responding lesions in DBT and ABUS images by showing improved lesion correspondence and
reduced lesion registration errors with the use of external fiducial markers. The technique should
improve radiologists’ characterization of breast lesions which can reduce patient callbacks, misdiag-
noses and unnecessary biopsies. © 2018 American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://
doi.org/10.1002/mp.13113]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound imaging used in conjunction with mammography
has been shown to improve characterization of breast
lesions.1–3 Conventional ultrasound imaging is performed
freehand in a different geometry (supine) than mammography
(upright). Since the acquisition is freehand, the 2D ultrasound
images are difficult to reproduce. Automated breast ultra-
sound (ABUS), visualizes the breast as a 3D image volume
and has advantages in terms of reproducibility, acquisition
speed and operator independence over conventional breast
ultrasound.3–5 Likewise, studies have also shown the addition
of ABUS imaging used in conjunction with mammography
screening for women with dense breasts (ACR3 or ACR4)
has significantly improved the breast cancer detection rate
with an acceptable recall increase.4–6 Digital breast tomosyn-
thesis, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), provides better
detection and characterization of breast lesions over mam-
mography through the reduction in tissue superposition.
However, DBT has not completely eliminated the need for
the use of ultrasound.7,8 One problem with the use of ultra-
sound in conjunction with mammography/DBT is that at least
10% of the time, the lesions found in the ultrasound images
do not correspond to those found in mammograms/DBT.9
One solution to this problem is to develop a combined x
ray/ultrasound system that images the breast in the same
upright geometry using special dual-modality compression
paddles.10–18 However, the simpler single-sided combined
systems are limited in ultrasound depth of penetration, and
all studies to date have not completely addressed issues of
poor ultrasound transducer coupling at the periphery of the
breast in the mammographic geometry. Some improvements
such as dual sided ultrasound19 for better coverage and reso-
lution have been explored but have not yet been implemented
into a single combined system. An alternative to the com-
bined system is to image the breast with the DBT and ABUS
modalities in their own separate geometries and then use a
deformable mapping technique to relate corresponding
lesions. This has the advantage of better acoustic coupling
and possibly better coverage of the breast with ultrasound. It
utilizes DBT and ABUS systems that are already commer-
cially available and does not require the extra expense of pur-
chasing a special combined system. However, a deformable
mapping method has the disadvantage of greater technical
difficulty in relating corresponding lesions.
To date, there are no deformable registration techniques for
detecting corresponding lesions between ABUS and DBT
breast images. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
viability of a deformable mapping method to relate corre-
sponding lesions between DBT and ABUS breast images.
Such a method should simplify and improve radiologist’s
characterizations of breast lesions which can reduce patient
callbacks, misdiagnoses, and negative biopsies. Using finite
element analysis, FEA, a biomechanical algorithm can be
used to relate regions of interest between modalities, so a radi-
ologist can directly verify that a lesion seen in a DBT view is
solid or cystic as determined from the ABUS image set.
To produce FE based biomechanical models, segmenta-
tion of the entire breast volume is required for creation of sur-
face and volumetric meshes. Defining the boundary between
breast tissue and the pectoral muscle and distinguishing
between glandular, connective, and adipose tissues poses dif-
ficulty for segmentation of breast images. Studies have used
manual,20,21 semi-automated,22,23 and automated24–26 seg-
mentation in FE-based breast deformation modeling. For
large deformations due to breast compressions non-linear
models have proven to be more effective than linear elastic
models.27
Relating breast images across modalities is a challenging
task since the breast is a highly deformable entity. Patient
positioning in various modalities can change from upright
(mammography/DBT), prone (MRI, transmission US, and
dedicated breast CT), and supine (ultrasound/ABUS). Immo-
bilization of the breast with compression plates and paddles
adds an additional challenge when relating areas of the breast
between modalities. A recent study has proposed FE based
non-linear biomechanical models for correlating breast struc-
tures between two compressed states for cranio-caudal, CC,
to medial lateral oblique, MLO, mammography views.28 Sev-
eral studies, have found favorable results in using FE model-
ing between MRI to x ray registration for CC and/or MLO
mammograms.23,24,26,29 A recent study has found favorable
results in relating lesions in supine breast ultrasound to prone
MRI.30 Another correlation study showed favorable agree-
ment between ultrasound computed tomography and mam-
mography registration. That research group also used
ultrasound to determine the distribution in the breast of
Young’s Modulus from the speed of sound. This distribution
was directly used in FE deformation modeling.31
Due to high deformation fields of the breast between
modalities and even over time in a single modality,32 the use
of external fiducial markers could provide an added benefit
for lesion correlation. Several studies have used external fidu-
cial markers and found improved registration results. In two
studies of MRI/PET breast registration, ink was used to mark
locations on the breast (up to nine in total). MRI visible
markers were placed at those locations prior to MR imaging,
and PET-visible markers were placed at the same locations
prior to PET imaging.33,34 In a study of registration between
compressed and uncompressed prone MRI, four external
markers were placed around the breast and on the nipple.21
Finally, using a volume navigation technique a study of breast
MRI and ultrasound registration, three external markers (soft-
gel capsules contain vitamin E in lipid solution) were used.35
In this study, we investigate the use of external fiducial mark-
ers to improve the registration of breast lesions in upright
DBT to supine ABUS images.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.A. Phantoms
Two CIRS Multi-Modality Breast Biopsy and Sonographic
phantoms (Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc.,
Medical Physics, 45 (10), October 2018
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Norfolk, VA, http://www.cirsinc.com/file/Products/073/073%
20DS%20032316.pdf) were used in this study. The first, Phan-
tom A, contains a total of seven lesions: three cystic masses
and four dense masses. This phantom also contains three calci-
fications. The lesions were randomly positioned in a Zerdine-
based background gel emulsion and wrapped by a Z-skin
membrane material. Z-skin is a proprietary self-healing skin-
like membrane that reduces phantom desiccation and simulates
the texture and properties of skin during imaging and biopsy.
Zerdine is a patented solid elastic water-based polyacrylamide
tissue mimicking material that is formulation can be adjusted
to correspond to a variety of soft-tissue acoustic properties for
ultrasound imaging.36 For some time, similar polyacrylamides
have been described for ultrasound imaging and therapy phan-
toms.37,38 Since it is a water-based material and the density can
be controlled, it can be used for CT and MR imaging as
well.36,39
The second phantom, Phantom B, contains a total of 12
lesions: six cystic masses and six dense masses. These lesions
were randomly positioned in a Zerdine-based background
gel, without the Z-skin outer membrane. CT images of both
phantoms were acquired with a GE Discovery CT750 CT
scanner. These images were used solely to identify lesion
type and quantity; the CT scans have no bearing on the defor-
mation algorithm. Material properties for the phantoms were
provided by the manufacturer. (See Table I.) HyperMesh, the
finite element pre-processor, cannot utilize the Poisson’s
Ratio of 0.50 for the materials in Table I therefore, a Pois-
son’s ratio of 0.49 was assumed for all materials. For this
study, based on visual inspection of the phantom before and
after DBT and ABUS imaging there were no external indica-
tions that the phantoms did not fully recover to their original
states. To better quantitate the differences in phantom defor-
mations, measured load-strain curves are provided in the Data
S1. Based on these curves, the elasticities of the phantoms
are linear, and phantom A is a factor of 1.9 times stiffer than
phantom B.
2.B. External fiducial markers
The present application requires an external marker that
does not cause refraction or other distortion below the skin in
ultrasound imaging and does not cause artifacts in mammog-
raphy/DBT imaging. In previous work, Cloutier et al., found
glass bead fiducial markers were useful when imaging a mul-
timodality vascular phantom with DSA, CTA, MRA and
ultrasound.40 We investigated various targets within different
background materials as candidates for external fiducial
markers. The fiducial marker that we found worked best for
both DBT and ABUS was a 1 mm diameter glass bead target
within a clear bubble-free thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) gel.
To make this marker, thin samples of TPE were placed on top
of the 1 mm glass beads on a cupcake baking sheet and
melted at 130°C in a vacuum oven. The vacuum was applied
to the TPE as it cooled to eliminate air pockets/bubbles,
which can be mistaken for the markers in ultrasound images.
The fiducial markers have a thickness of approximately
3 mm.
The markers were placed around the breast, using Nu-
Hope Liquid Waterproof Adhesive (Nu-Hope Laboratories,
Inc., Pacoima, CA, http://nu-hope.com/products.php). A
waterproof adhesive is recommended to ensure maintenance
of fiducial marker placement with use of ultrasound coupling
gel or lotion. Six external markers were applied to phantom
A as show in Fig. 1. Results were obtained using all six mark-
ers as well as using five markers (positions F, A, B, C, and
E), four markers (positions F, E, B, and C), three markers
(position F, A, B), and two markers (positions F and B).
Results for Phantom A, indicated no statistical difference in
lesion correlation when using six markers and when using a
maximum of three markers at locations F, A, and B. There-
fore, for Phantom B, only three markers at those approximate
locations were used when imaged.
2.C. Data collection
A GE-SenoClaire DBT system (GE Healthcare, Milwau-
kee, WI) was used to image Phantom A in the CC view with
a compressive force of 6 daN and compressed breast thick-
ness of 48 mm. The maximum uncompressed breast phan-
tom thickness measured 98 mm from reconstructed CT
images. Thus, phantom Awas compressed 51% for this study.
Six of the seven lesions in this phantom were identified in the
reconstructed DBT images. A GE Senographe Pristina DBT
system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) was used to image
Phantom B in the CC view with a compressive force of
3 daN and compressed breast thickness of 31 mm. For Phan-
tom B, seven of the 12 lesions were identified in the
TABLE I. Phantom material properties.
Young’s modulus (E) (kPa) Poisson’s ratio (m)
Z-skin membrane 10 0.50
Zerdine background gel 10 0.50
Dense lesions 60 0.50
Cystic lesions 0 0.50 FIG. 1. Phantom A with external fiducial marker locations indicated by A–F.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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reconstructed DBT images. The maximum uncompressed
breast phantom thickness measured 97 mm from recon-
structed CT images. Thus, phantom B was compressed 68%
for this study. The reason one lesion in Phantom A and five
lesions in Phantom B were not seen in the reconstructed DBT
images is that the plastic backing on both phantoms restricted
the ability to image close to the “chest wall” where those
lesions were located. Figures 2(a) and 2(b), show DBT
images of both phantoms including some of the lesions and
an external fiducial marker (red arrow).
Both phantoms were imaged with a GE Invenia ABUS
system41 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) immediately
after DBT imaging. Light AP compression is applied to the
phantoms when they are imaged with the Invenia ABUS
system. There are three settings on the system (high, med-
ium, and low) based on imaging depth. The high setting
was used for imaging Phantom A and the medium setting
was used for imaging Phantom B. The system has a safety
stop at 20 lbs (8 daN), which is lower than the compres-
sion used in most mammography exams today. The Invenia
ABUS reverse curve transducer has a bandwidth of six to
15 MHz and can image up to 50 mm in depth. The trans-
ducer has a width of 153 mm and automatically travels
approximately 170 mm across a mesh compression paddle.
The breast/phantom was positioned supine with anterior–
posterior compression applied by the mesh paddle. One
ultrasound volume of each phantom was taken in the ante-
rior posterior view. Clinical procedures typically include
acquisitions of three separate volumes per breast to ensure
full coverage of the breast and axillary region. Raw data
from the Invenia ABUS system do not include correction
for the curved transducer. Therefore, an algorithm was
developed and used to correct for transducer curvature in
ABUS images. Figures 2(c) and 2(d), indicate marker
positioning under the ABUS imaging for Phantoms A and
B with the correction for the transducer curvature. In Phan-
tom A, the three calcifications were not seen in the recon-
structed ABUS images. A disadvantage of ultrasound
imaging is that microcalificatons are often not seen and
even larger calcium macrocalcifications deposits can be
missed.42 All 12 lesions were seen in the ABUS scans of
Phantom B.
2.D. Manual segmentation
All lesions and external markers from the acquired image
sets from both modalities were manually segmented using a
free-hand drawing tool within 3D Slicer43 by three readers
(CAG, MMG and JHL) using the same window-level settings
on the same work station. Readers viewed the images together
and agreed upon a window-level setting to be used for each
image set to eliminate window-leveling as a variable in inter-
reader concordance of lesion segmentation. Since DBT
images have poor axial resolution, the lesions were seg-
mented until the superior and inferior extents of the lesions
exhibited significant blur along the edges. These decision
points are very subjective so the axial extents of the lesion
segmentations in DBT can vary significantly between
readers.
Figure 3, shows examples of lesion segmentation for Phan-
tom A and B in both DBT and ABUS image sets. Dice similar-
ity coefficients (DSC) (twice the overlap of corresponding
segmented volumes/sum of those volumes) were used to evalu-
ate similarities between lesion and marker contours between
readers.44 For the DBT and ABUS data sets, one reader manu-
ally segmented the outer skin layer from the air and the body
of breast phantom A and segmented the body of breast phan-
tom B from the air. For the ABUS images, that same reader
FIG. 2. Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) acquired images. The red arrows indicate the locations of external fiducial
markers in:(a) DBT image of Phantom A, (b) DBT image of Phantom B, (c) ABUS image of Phantom A, and (d) ABUS image of Phantom B. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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performed these same segmentations manually. There was no
correction in the segmentations for DBT reconstruction arti-
facts. After segmentations were completed, resampling was
used to decrease runtime when converting segmentations into
triangular surface meshes. The DBT images were resampled
from a native voxel size of 0.1 mm width, 0.1 mm length, and
1.0 mm depth to 0.2 mm width, 0.2 mm length, and 1.0 mm
depth. The ABUS images were resampled from a native voxel
size of 0.082 mm width, 0.2 mm depth, and 0.506 mm length
(distance between adjacent slices), to 0.2 mm width, 0.2 mm
depth, and 0.506 mm length.
2.E. Deformable mapping algorithm
The deformable mapping algorithm is an automated pro-
cess that integrates the use of Morfeus, a commercial FE
pre-processor (HyperMesh 2017, Altair Engineering, Troy,
MI) and a finite element analysis (FEA) solver processor
(Optistruct 2017, Altair Engineering, Troy, MI). An over-
view of the process is shown in Fig. 4. The entire deform-
able mapping algorithm takes up to approximately 40 min
to complete from start to finish on a Windows 7 Intel
CoreTM i7 CPU with a speed of 2500 MHz and 4 GB
RAM. In ABUS imaging, poor acoustic contact with the
transducer often occurs around the periphery of the breast
causing artifacts as shown on the right and left sides of
Figs. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d). These artifacts cause the actual
breast size and shape in ABUS imaging to be not as well
defined in comparison to DBT. An example of the seg-
mentation of the skin layer for both phantoms is shown in
the Data S1. Reader bias can affect the segmentation in
the periphery boundary. The use of external markers for
registration should help to reduce and correct for these
differences in lesion registration. On the other hand, the
breast shape and size are better defined in the DBT images
as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Therefore, we chose to
have the deformable mapping algorithm perform deforma-
tion only to the DBT-FE model and register the resulting
deformation to the ABUS image set. The external fiducial
markers allow for adjustments to be made since all markers
observed in the ABUS images had potentially correspond-
ing points in the DBT images. More sophisticated registra-
tion rules are required if that is not the case.
2.E.1. Conversion of DICOM segmented images to
triangular surface mesh
Morfeus, a FE based multi-organ deformable image reg-
istration platform, converts all DICOM segmented contours
into individual triangular surface mesh for use in the FE
model pre-processor.45 Morfeus converts the DICOM
image data into mask files for image analysis using Inter-
active Data Language, Research Systems Inc. (Boulder,
CO, USA). Each mask file is then converted into a trian-
gular surface mesh file. Within HyperMesh, the shrinkwrap
function is used on the Morfeus generated triangular sur-
face element mesh to create a trias surface mesh for fur-
ther processing and FEA. Prior to FEA, an element quality
check is performed to ensure all elements in the model are
within various specifications (e.g., aspect ratio, Jacobian,
warpage etc.) in order for the analysis to commence.
Therefore, Morfeus uses Laplacian smoothing and a deci-
mate function to better ensure the triangular mesh is within
element quality specifications by smoothing rough or sharp
elements to ensure viable mesh integrity while maintain a
reasonable mesh size to maintain structural features.
FIG. 3. Reader 1’s manual segmentation of a slice in (a) Phantom A— digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), (b) Phantom B— DBT, (c) Phantom A— automated
breast ultrasound (ABUS) (d) Phantom B — ABUS. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.E.2. Finite element model generation
The algorithm uses the FE model pre-processing software,
HyperMesh, to build the base FE model for the DBT and
ABUS image set from the individual mesh triangular surface
contours. 3D four-point tetrahedral FE models are created
using the trias surface meshing algorithm within HyperMesh
from all 3D-triangular surface mesh contours for each modal-
ity model, which results in fully connected tetrameshed base
FE ABUS and DBT models. The algorithm takes into
account the shape of the triangular surface being meshed and
uses a defined library of element patterns to map them to tri-
angular surfaces for tetrahedral mesh generation. Each read-
er’s segmented dataset includes the resulting base DBT and
ABUS models for both phantoms. The material properties
that were assigned to the 3D tetrahedral model volumes are
as noted in Table I. Surface interfaces are defined and bound-
ary conditions are determined using a mesh morphing mod-
ule named HyperMorph. The base DBT model is deformed
to match the ABUS model since there is higher certainty in
the overall breast shape in the DBT model. Since the simu-
lated dense and cystic lesions cannot be distinguished in the
DBT images, all lesions are assumed to have the material
property of the dense lesions from Table I. For Phantom A,
the average number of elements/nodes are 366,000/65,800
for the base DBT model and 102,000/20,300 for the base
ABUS model. For Phantom B the average number of nodes/
elements are 192,000/35,600 for the base DBT model and
137,000/24,200 for the base ABUS model. The DBT model
has a larger number of elements/nodes due to smaller element
size since it is used for FEA and the ABUS model is used as
the reference model.
2.E.3. Skin surface transformation of DBT model to
match ABUS skin surface
The base DBT-FE model [Fig. 5(a), blue] is translated and
rotated to the center of mass, COM, of the base ABUS FE
model [Fig. 5(a), brown]. Nodal locations, (x, y, z-coordinate
locations that define elements in FE model) from the skin sur-
face of the base DBT-FE model are automatically moved to
best match the outer surface of ABUS FE model along the
axial and coronal planes by morphing the original mesh,
which results in Fig. 5(c). This transformation reshapes the
skin surface mesh and does not use any breast phantom mate-
rial properties. For this transformation, the entire skin surface
as the volume is encased in a six-sided hexahedron to encom-
pass the entire skin volume. The handles, (68 in total, yellow
and red spheres shown around the DBT skin mesh in Fig. 5)
are created and encompass the outer contour of the DBT skin
FIG. 4. The automated deformable mapping algorithm process. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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model at seven equidistant locations along each planar axis.
The red spheres indicate global handles, which are eight in
total and are generated at the eight corners of the hexahedron
box surround the skin mesh. Global handles are used for mak-
ing large scale changes to the mesh. The yellow spheres indi-
cate local handles which make smaller scale changes to
localized areas of the. There are 60 yellow spheres in total and
are used to manipulate a small region of the skin mesh by
influencing external nodal locations. Influence functions,
using the HyperMorph feature within the HyperMesh soft-
ware, relate the movement of the handles to the nodes within.
There are a number of non-linear algorithms used depending
on the size and shape of the domains and the number of nodes
within. The algorithm enforces symmetry or constrains nodal
movements in many different patterns to modify the relation-
ship between handle movement and node manipulation. The
external nodes of the DBT skin model are then related along
the axial and coronal anatomical planes to the nearest node in
the ABUS model based on the axes of interest. The external
nodes of the DBT skin model are then related along the axial
and coronal anatomical planes to the nearest node in the
ABUS model based on the axes of interest.
The algorithm computes the differences and manipulates
the handles so the DBT volume can match the external ABUS
shape. Manipulating handles along the coronal plane
[Fig. 5(b)], simulates the decompression of the DBT surface
mesh. Manipulating handles along the axial plane [Fig. 5(c)],
simulates AP compression of the DBT surface mesh to match
the ABUS surface mesh. In other words, the original DBT sur-
face mesh is morphed by changing nodal locations to better
align with the overall shape of the ABUS surface mesh. The
sagittal plane (the plane the ultrasound transducer is scanned)
is not considered due to poor coupling along the right and left
sides of the breast during ABUS image acquisition.
2.E.4. External marker correlation
After surface deformation is completed using the outer
skin contours between models, the algorithm computes COM
positions of the external fiducial markers from the morphed
DBT model and reference ABUS model. The DBT surface
mesh is further deformed based off external marker correla-
tion as follows: External fiducial markers in the DBT model
are matched with the base ABUS external fiducial markers
by determining the minimum distance between the COMs of
corresponding markers. This distance will be used to align
markers closer together and allows for mesh corrections
along all anatomical planes (includes correction along the
scanning plane of the ultrasound transducer).
Once external markers are matched between the two sets
and the resulting distances between COMs is determined, the
algorithm determines which local handle [yellow spheres
shown in Fig. 5(c)] is needed to adjust nodes within the mesh
domain. This handle is determined by proximity to handle
locations along the x-axis. Once the local handle is deter-
mined, the local handle is manipulated by half the distances
between the COMs of correlated markers for each planar
axis. This is repeated for all corresponding markers. After all
handle manipulation is completed the algorithm recalculates
the COM distances between markers. If all markers are within
a user-defined distance, dM (between 1 and 10 mm), the algo-
rithm will begin FEA. If not, the algorithm identifies which
markers are not within dM and iterates again to manipulate
the handles for markers that are not satisfying the dM bound-
ary condition. The algorithm will iterate until all markers sat-
isfy the dM boundary condition. Each iteration will only
perform handle corrections based off the total number of
matched markers (i.e., six-matched markers corresponds to a
maximum of six handle corrections for that iteration).
To maintain mesh integrity, the DBT-FE model is
deformed by half the distance between correlated markers to
ensure that mesh quality is not compromised due to large
changes to the skin mesh which can halt processing by the
FEA solver. Skin deformation per iteration occurs only for
corresponding markers that are greater than dM. For those
markers, deformation by further manipulation of the handles,
as described in Section 2.E.3., is performed in that area of the
DBT model of the breast. A lower bound of 1 mm is used as
it is approximately equal to the ultrasound point spread func-
tion expected for the fiducial markers. If there are no markers
inferior to the nipple, mesh deformation is assumed symmet-
ric superior and inferior to the nipple. The displacement for
FIG. 5. Mesh transformation for external digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) breast surface mesh to match shape of automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) surface
mesh. Brown/Light: ABUS (unchanged) Blue/Dark: DBT (deformed) (a) COM translation and rotation of DBT to ABUS COM (b) Coronal handle manipulation
of DBT breast surface mesh (along y axis) (c) Axial handle manipulation of DBT breast surface mesh (along z axis). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]
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each node from the surface mesh of the DBT translated
model [Fig. 5(a)] and the deformed DBT surface mesh
[Fig. 5(c) with the addition of external marker corrections]
are stored and applied as boundary conditions for FEA defor-
mation to begin on the base DBT model. Skin surface defor-
mation is used for the sole purpose of creating the boundary
conditions needed to begin the FEA.
2.E.5. Finite element analysis
The constraints or boundary conditions for each external
DBT surface mesh are applied to the translated base DBT-FE
model. These boundary conditions are used as input to the
FEA solver program, Optistruct, to generate and solve the dif-
ferential equations to describe the model deformation based off
the defined constraints. The FEA uses the material properties
and boundary conditions to find the resultant stress and strain
of the deformation of the entire breast volume. Due to the high
deformation that is needed to match the DBT and ABUS vol-
umes, the FEA is performed as a non-linear quasi-static analy-
sis in a single step. Linear static deformation would
compromise mesh integrity and result in faulty output or inabil-
ity of FEA to run. Therefore, this study does not recommend
the use of linear static deformation analysis between DBT and
ABUS compressions. The FEA was performed on a Windows
7 Intel CoreTM i7 CPU speed of 2500 MHz with 4 GB RAM
with analysis complete in approximately 20 min. The analysis
time will be longer for models with greater complexity.
2.E.6 Lesion correlation
After FEA is performed, the COM of all lesions from the
FEA-DBT model and the base FE ABUS model are deter-
mined. A correlation algorithm determines which lesions cor-
respond to lesions in the other set with the constraint that the
difference in COM is within 15 mm. Previous studies, for
deformable registration from breast MR to mammography
CC views have shown mean registration errors of 10–
20 mm.27 Therefore, since those studies were based on real
breast data these bounds were used loosely as correlation cri-
teria for registration measurement. All external nodal loca-
tions of each lesion are analyzed to determine overlap of
correlated lesions. Corresponding lesions from DBT and
ABUS sets that have a minimum distance between the
COMs, dCOM are considered to match. For two lesions in
DBT that have the same dCOM with a lesion in ABUS, the
code checks the dCOM of those two DBT lesions with other
ABUS lesions to minimize all dCOM and thereby determines
the correct lesion matches. The matching process is described
in pseudo-code in the Data S1 for this paper.
All corresponding lesions are considered matched between
the two modality sets based on the criteria in Table II. Since
our studies use uniform background phantoms with large num-
bers of lesions, stricter lesion correlation guidelines were
employed to reduce the likelihood of mismatch.
Therefore, if two corresponding lesions overlap they are
considered a match if dCOM is within 10 mm. If lesions
correspond but do not overlap the minimum distance to over-
lap, dO, is calculated as shown in Fig. 6. If the two corre-
sponding lesions are within a dCOM of 15 mm and dO is within
7.5 mm, the lesions are matched. The dO is restricted to
7.5 mm to ensure a match discrepancy is not made. The results
are output into a table and can be used to relate positions from
the original ABUS and DBT DICOM data. Calcifications
from Phantom A are not considered during lesion matching.
2.F. Studies performed
The following studies were performed:
• Inter-reader concordance of segmented lesions: Inter-
reader concordance of all segmented lesions was evalu-
ated using DSC and distances between the COM’s of
corresponding lesions.
• Inter-reader concordance of locations of fiducial mark-
ers: Inter-reader concordance of the locations of the
fiducial markers was evaluated by measuring the dis-
tances between the COM’s of each segmented marker
for each image set.
• Reader reproducibility: After segmentation was per-
formed for all lesions, three lesions were selected from
each image set of each phantom for a study of reader
segmentation reproducibility. Each reader segmented
those three lesions in the DBT and ABUS images sev-
eral days after completing their original segmentations.
• Accuracy of deformable mapping technique: For Phan-
tom A, results were compared for cases when sufficient
iterations were performed to achieve corresponding
marker separations of ≤1 mm vs ≤5 mm. This compar-
ison included results when different numbers of mark-
ers were used. In addition, results were compared with
and without the use of the markers. For all comparisons,
the statistical significance of any differences between
the average dCOM values for corresponding lesions were
determined with paired t-tests. The numbers of lesions
that overlapped and dO were also compared.
3. RESULTS
3.A. Analysis of inter-reader concordance of
segmented lesions in both phantoms
Table III compares the segmentation results between read-
ers for all lesions in both phantoms. The DSC for the ABUS
data for both phantoms are approximately 0.90. For DBT
TABLE II. Criteria for lesion correlation between automated breast ultrasound
(ABUS) and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) models.
dCOM dO
Overlapping lesions dCOM ≤ 10 mm n/a
Non-overlapping lesions dCOM ≤ 15 mm dO ≤ 7.5 mm
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data, for both phantoms, DSC results are lower, likely due to
differences in reader determination of the vertical extents of
the lesions. The smallest DSC is 0.57 for R2 to R3 for Phan-
tom 2. For this same reader correlation, the average distance
between COM (dCOM) is 0.81 mm thus illustrating that even
though the DSC values are low, the central positions of the
lesions segmented by the different readers are still very close
to one another.
3.B. Analysis of inter-reader concordance of
fiducial markers locations
Table IV illustrates the average distances between the
COM’s of the fiducial markers segmented by the three read-
ers. The largest differences between the COM’s for both DBT
and ABUS are approximately 2 mm.
3.C. Reader reproducibility analysis
Table V illustrates the reproducibility of the segmentation
results for each individual reader for three lesions in Phantom
A and Phantom B. The reproducibilities of the DSC for the
individual readers are in general higher for the lesions in the
ABUS images and lower in the DBT images. The latter is
likely due to differences in reader determination of the vertical
extents of the lesions in DBT images when the readers repeat
the segmentations themselves. However, the dCOM values in
Table V are less than 2 mm for both modality images indicat-
ing good reproducibility of the positions of the lesions.
For segmentations by each reader, deformation was suc-
cessfully performed on the base DBT-FE model and corre-
lated with the corresponding ABUS datasets between reader
segmented data. In every iteration of the algorithm, the aver-
age distances between the COMs between the readers of the
correlated markers decreased as shown in Fig. 6. After six
iterations, the average correlated difference between all mark-
ers is 3.0 mm which corresponds to a dM ≤ 5 mm.
3.D. Accuracy of deformable mapping for different
numbers of fiducial makers for phantom A
Phantom A has seven lesions, all of which were viewed
with ABUS. However, only six of the lesions were viewed in
the DBT images because one lesion was too close to the
chest wall and moved outside the image field of view when
the phantom was compressed. Figure 7(a), illustrates the
resulting lesion dCOM, dO, and overall lesion overlap where
no marker analysis was used and compares it to various mar-
ker combinations described in Section 2.B when markers
within a 1-mm distance (dM ≤ 1 mm). Figure 7(b), illustrates
the resulting lesion dCOM, dO, and overall lesion overlap frac-
tion that were obtained when no fiducial marker analysis was
used and compares it to various marker combinations
described in Section 2.B when all corresponding markers
were within a 5-mm distance (dM ≤ 5 mm).
For the six marker case, six iterations were needed for all of
the corresponding external markers to be within a 5-mm dis-
tance of each other. For all corresponding external markers to
FIG. 6. Lesion correlation metrics for COM distance (dCOM) and minimum
distance to overlap (dO) for (a) non-overlapping lesions and (b) overlapping
lesions. (Blue/Dark = ABUS, Yellow/Light = DBT). [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE III. Average DSC and average COM distance (dCOM) results between readers for corresponding lesions in all digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and auto-
mated breast ultrasound (ABUS) data sets for Phantoms A and B.
Reader correlation
Phantom A Phantom B
ABUS DBT ABUS DBT
DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm)
R1 to R2 0.89  0.07 0.20  0.03 0.70  0.19 1.06  0.27 0.90  0.05 0.31  0.06 0.62  0.24 0.78  0.08
R2 to R3 0.88  0.08 0.29  0.01 0.73  0.11 0.59  0.12 0.88  0.09 0.30  0.05 0.57  0.25 0.81  0.17
R3 to R1 0.89  0.03 0.36  0.01 0.72  0.21 1.16  0.23 0.91  0.04 0.21  0.03 0.83  0.04 0.11  0.02
TABLE IV. Average COM distance (dCOM) between external markers among
readers in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and automated breast ultra-
sound (ABUS) data sets for Phantoms A and B.
dCOM (mm)
Phantom A Phantom B
ABUS DBT ABUS DBT
R1 to R2 1.31  0.37 1.37  0.26 0.45  0.27 1.18  0.26
R2 to R3 1.33  0.40 0.69  0.08 0.74  0.23 1.38  0.34
R3 to R1 1.77  0.61 0.97  0.32 0.48  0.27 2.24  0.72
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be within a 1-mm distance of each other required 17 iterations.
Each iteration can have runtimes of up to 3 min depending on
the number of markers used in the analysis. Therefore, a differ-
ence of 10 iterations can increase runtime by about 30 min.
Although as shown in Fig. 7, the dCOM are slightly greater for
markers being within 1 mm vs 5 mm (likely due to the greater
number of iterations and corrections made to get all of the
markers within the 1 mm distance), the P-value for a paired t-
test was 0.12. Thus, there was no statistical difference in dCOM
when markers were within 1 mm vs a 5-mm distance. Hence,
a dM of 5 mm is regarded as an acceptable distance between
correlated markers to ensure acceptable algorithm run time,
with the employed, simple processor, while maintaining
desired lesion correlation. Without the use of markers only
two of six lesions overlapped. For both dM cases analyzed,
overlap improved to six of six lesions with 4–6 marker analysis
combinations and improved to five of six lesions overlapped
for two and three marker analyses. The largest improvement in
dCOM is shown for two and three markers vs zero markers. Fig-
ure 8 displays the improvement from no marker analysis to
that with three marker analyses in Phantom A for all correlated
lesions for Reader one segmented datasets.
Table VI, compares the average distances between the
COMs of corresponding individual lesions  the standard
deviations of those distances in the deformed DBT and base
ABUS images for the combined data for all three readers for
phantom A, without the use of markers and with the use of
three external markers for lesion correlation. The mean differ-
ence in lesion dCOM was 1.9 mm with three marker analyses
vs without. A paired t-test of the mean dCOM values was per-
formed and resulted with an overall P-value of 0.01 for the
averaged dataset. Therefore, the use of three external markers
showed statistically significant improvements in lesion dCOM
in comparison to the use of no external markers.
3.E. Accuracy of deformable mapping technique for
phantom B
Based on the results for Phantom A, Phantom B was only
imaged with three markers in the positions F, A, and B as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Phantom B has 12 lesions, all of which
were viewed with ABUS. However, only seven of the lesions
were viewed in the DBT images, because five lesions were
too close to the chest wall and moved outside the image field
TABLE V. Reproducibility for each reader’s lesion segmentations in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) data sets for
Phantoms A and B using DSC coefficients and average COM distance (dCOM).
Reader ID
Phantom A Phantom B
ABUS DBT ABUS DBT
DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm) DSC dCOM (mm)
R1 0.85  0.04 0.50  0.27 0.78  0.09 1.88  1.34 0.89  0.02 0.19  0.03 0.68  0.19 0.59  0.05
R2 0.86  0.03 0.47  0.34 0.85  0.05 0.60  0.45 0.86  0.01 0.23  0.13 0.66  0.16 0.69  0.05
R3 0.86  0.01 0.29  0.26 0.78  0.07 1.19  0.92 0.87  0.05 0.16  0.04 0.69  0.07 0.42  0.38
FIG. 7. Average distances between COMs of corresponding lesions in automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) images
(dCOM) for all 3 readers, as well as minimum distance to overlap (dO), and overall lesion overlap ratio (the number of lesions that overlapped between DBT and
ABUS sets divided by the total number of lesions that were imaged) for Phantom A with various number of external fiducial markers. (a) All marker distances
were within a distance (dM ≤ 1 mm) between readers’ data sets. (b) All marker distances were within a distance (dM ≤ 5 mm) between readers’ data sets. Marker
combinations from Fig. 1:6 markers (A–F), five Markers (A, B, C, E, and F), four markers (F, B, E, and C), three markers (A, B, and F) and two markers (F and
B). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of view when the phantom was compressed. Without the use
of markers analysis, four lesions were correlated (within
15 mm of each other) with only one overlapped. As shown in
Table VII, the average dCOM between corresponding ABUS
and DBT lesions for the three readers was 9.7  3.5 mm
and the average lesion dO was 2.9  1.8 mm. For the seg-
mented data without marker analysis only one lesion showed
overlap. These results are tabulated in Table VII.
Table VII, also includes a comparison between the deform-
able mapping method without marker analysis with that for
two and three external markers. Using two and three marker
analyses, the average dCOM between corresponding lesions
improved by 18% and 27%, respectively, relative to the no
markers case. For the four lesions correlated without marker
analysis a paired t-test of the mean dCOM values was performed
with the results for two and three marker analysis combina-
tions and both resulted in P-values of 0.01 respectively.
Therefore, these four lesions on average show statistically sig-
nificant improvement in lesion dCOM with the use of external
markers. Figure 9 displays the improvement from no marker
analysis to that with three marker analyses in Phantom B for
all correlated lesions for Reader one segmented datasets.
Table VII, shows a comparison between the deformable
mapping method without marker analysis and with two
and three external markers. The mean dCOM values for
two and three marker analyses are 7.6  3.6 mm and
8.5  4.0 mm, respectively. A paired two-sample t-test for
means was performed on the average dCOM values. The P-
value was 0.053 and supports that the difference between
using two markers and three markers is not statistically
significant. Lesion ID = 7 values were calculated for only
two readers, as that specific lesion was not within bounds
for correlation for one of the readers as defined in
Table II.
FIG. 8. Phantom A lesion correlation for Reader 1 (a) without marker analysis coronal view (b) with marker analysis coronal view (c) without marker analysis
axial view (d) with marker analysis axial view. All numeric values correspond with Lesion ID’s in Table VI. (Blue/Dark = ABUS, Yellow/Light = DBT). [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Without marker analysis With 3 marker analysis (dM ≤ 0.5 mm)
Lesion ID dCOM (mm) dO (mm) Overlap Lesion ID dCOM (mm) dO (mm) Overlap
1 8.2  0.3 3.4  0.4 No 1 4.5  0.2 n/a Yes
2 10.2  0.7 3.6  0.3 No 2 7.1  1.1 n/a Yes
3 5.0  0.3 n/a Yes 3 3.9  0.5 n/a Yes
4 8.5  0.1 1.9  0.1 No 4 8.4  0.5 1.1  0.0 No
5 4.7  0.5 n/a Yes 5 2.0  0.5 n/a Yes
6 4.5  0.1 1.5  0.6 No 6 3.6  1.4 n/a Yes
Average 6.8 2.6 Overlap Average 4.9 1.1 Overlap
r 2.4 1.1 2/6 r 2.4 0.0 5/6
TABLE VI. Lesion correlation for Phantom A
when no external markers are used for the
deformation (left) vs three external markers
used for the deformation (right).
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4. DISCUSSION
A novel automated deformable mapping algorithm has
been described and assessed between upright DBT and
supine ABUS images. Although this method uses commer-
cially available biomechanical modeling and FEA software,
the techniques described can be applied to other commer-
cially available software or research algorithms. This study
demonstrates that with the use of two and three external fidu-
cial markers for the deformation results in up to 28%
improvement in lesion correlation (dCOM) in comparison with
not using external markers. An expansion of this work, will
incorporate an interface on a radiologist work station for dis-
playing corresponding lesions in the original ABUS and
DBT slices as shown Fig. 10.
Figure 7 demonstrates that for Phantom A, as the number
of external fiducial markers that are used for deformable map-
ping increase from 4 to 6, the overlap fraction remains the
same and the average dCOM remains approximately the same.
This effect is probably a result of Phantom A being a stiff
TABLE VII. Lesion correlation for Phantom B when no external markers are used for the deformation and with the use of three and two marker analysis. Note:
Lesion Overlap is defined by the resultant of at least two of three readers’ data showing overlap for that specific lesion between automated breast ultrasound
(ABUS) and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) set. +Indicates that lesion 3 in no marker analysis showed overlap for two of three readers’ datasets. *Indicates
that lesion 7 was out of correlation bounds for one reader set and therefore the values are averaged based for two readers’ data and not all three.
Without marker analysis With two marker analysis (dM ≤ 0.5 mm) With three marker analysis (dM ≤ 0.5 mm)
Lesion ID dCOM (mm) dO (mm) Overlap Lesion ID dCOM (mm) dO (mm) Overlap Lesion ID dCOM (mm) dO (mm) Overlap
1 13.8  0.4 2.7  0.2 No 1 5.8  2.0 n/a Yes 1 9.1  0.9 n/a Yes
2 8.1  0.5 2.9  0.4 No 2 3.4  0.9 n/a Yes 2 2.9  1.5 n/a Yes
3+ 5.8  2.4 0.8  0.0 Yes 3 3.4  0.7 n/a Yes 3 3.3  2.0 n/a Yes
4 11.1  2.0 5.2  1.3 No 4 6.7  1.5 n/a Yes 4 8.3  1.6 1.1  1.3 No
5 n/a n/a n/a 5 10.1  1.2 1.0  0.9 No 5 11.5  0.8 1.6  0.5 No
6 n/a n/a n/a 6 11.1  2.7 4.0  0.4 No 6 11.8  3.7 5.1  1.6 No
7 n/a n/a n/a 7* 12.7  0.7 5.8  0.1 No 7* 12.8  0.2 6.6  0.8 No
Average 9.7 2.9 Overlap Average 7.6 3.6 Overlap Average 8.5 3.6 Overlap
r 3.5 1.8 1/4 r 3.6 2.5 4/7 r 4 2.6 3/7
FIG. 9. Phantom B lesion correlation for Reader 1 (a) without marker analysis in the coronial view (b) with three marker analyses in the coronial view (c) without
marker analysis in the axial view (d) with three marker analyses in the axial view. All numeric values correspond with Lesion ID’s in Table IV. Note that for the
without marker analysis lesions five, six, and seven did not meet the correlation criteria of being within 15 mm of each other (See Table VII). (Blue/
Dark = ABUS, Yellow/Light = DBT). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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phantom. It should be noted that although, in this study, two
different compression forces were used, and the phantoms
represented two different breast densities, the automated
deformable mapping algorithm was successful in identifying
the majority of the corresponding lesions within the two
phantom data sets. This supports translation of the deform-
able mapping method to actual patient data, where there will
be a wide range of compressions used as well as differences
in breast density and size.
For Phantom B, without marker analysis only four lesions
were correlated. Comparative t-tests of the means of the
dCOM of those lesions without marker analysis to those with
two and three marker combinations indicated statistical sig-
nificance. With the use of two and three markers all seven
lesions came within correlation parameters. However, a statis-
tically insignificant t-test of dCOM between the use of two and
three markers indicates no greater improvement in correlation
with the use of three markers over two in the indicated geom-
etry. Nevertheless, additional markers in the axillary region,
which was not simulated in the phantoms for this study could
potentially allow better registration in patient imaging. This
will be investigated in future studies.
It is difficult to directly compare the results between Phan-
tom A and Phantom B for the following reasons: Phantom A
used more external markers than Phantom B. Phantom B did
not contain the Z-skin membrane and all lesions were near
the chest wall. Phantom B was easily compressed simulating
a fatty breast and Phantom A represented a breast with higher
glandular tissue content. Using only three external markers
for Phantom B vs six markers for phantom A may have
biased the results. Using the same number of external mark-
ers for both phantoms would have allowed for a better direct
comparison between the two data sets.
Overall, the phantoms were easily segmented by readers.
The largest differences between readers and variance in
reader reproducibly were evident in the DBT data sets. Due
to poor axial resolution in DBT imaging, determining where
lesions were blurred or out of focus at the superior and infe-
rior extents of the lesions was difficult. Therefore, the use of
an automated segmentation method would be useful and will
be investigated for future work. Drawing the top and bottom
of the lesions at a distance from the central plane equal to the
mean circumference in the central plane might prove most
effective. After lesions are correlated, their borders in DBT
might be drawn better based on the ABUS contours.
When deforming the DBT model to the base ABUS model
this study assumes that all lesions are homogenous and have
the material properties of dense lesions. After correlation has
taken place, for lesions that correlated with cystic lesions in
the ABUS set the algorithm could be rerun with the correct
cystic material properties. In actual patient data, there will be
heterogeneity in breast tissue. An expansion of this study
could investigate the significance of this heterogeneity in the
FEA-based registration.
The use of two or three markers for deformable mapping
with Phantom A showed improvements for dCOM results over
the use of 4–6 markers. Based on marker placement in this
study, markers located inferior to the nipple have direct con-
tact with the breast support plate during DBT compression.
The inferior part of the phantom flattens initially when the
phantom is placed in contact with the breast support plate. It
is believed that this contact restricts the movement of the
markers resulting in small displacements of the markers in
this region. The contact could also cause the markers to stick
to the breast support plate during compression and fall off the
breast eliminating their use in the subsequent ABUS scans
and therefore in the deformable registration.
Conversely, markers located superior to the nipple (Fig. 1.
Positions A, B, and F) did not have initial contact with the
DBT compression paddle and the marker displacements were
not as easily compromised between DBT and ABUS imag-
ing. Results from both phantoms indicate that a minimum of
two or three external markers at the indicated positions pro-
vide significant improvement in lesion registration. However,
we intend to directly quantitate the number of markers and
their respective locations that are the most helpful in an IRB
approved proof-of-concept study with patients. Likewise, an
MRI to US breast study also used three external markers at
those approximate locations and found improvement in lesion
registration.35
Intuitively, one would suspect that more external markers
would allow for better correlation. However, this study indi-
cates that when modeling large breast compressions, external
deformation may not be completely indicative of internal
breast deformation. The degree to which this holds true for
real breasts is yet to be determined. We believe that determi-
nation of optimal external marker positions on the breast
could yield better results in lesion correlation, which could
allow the use of fewer markers. A recent study using external
fiducial markers to register MR breast images with micro-
wave images found that fewer better placed fiducial markers
reduced the effect of skin translation that is associated with
movement of internal structures in the breast.46
The multimodality phantoms used in this work have limi-
tations with respect to simulating real breasts. Some of these
limitations include: (a) they are made of materials that follow
FIG. 10. Relating corresponding lesion in digital breast tomosynthesis
(DBT) and automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) original datasets for Phan-
tom A based on use of deformable mapping algorithm results. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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a linear elastic behavior while under compression; whereas,
real breast tissue follows hyperelastic behavior,20,38,39 (b)
they have a homogeneous background; whereas, real breasts
have a heterogeneous background and (c) they do not simu-
late attachment to the pectoral structure which could also
contribute to the linear elastic behavior. Our planned human
subject study will determine the degree to which these limita-
tions affect the results in patients. To reduce these effects, we
will use automatic segmentation of the DBT images into
glandular and adipose tissues and include the elasticity prop-
erties of those tissues in our model. Further developments are
needed to produce physical breast phantoms with materials
that better model patient-specific breast tissue properties and
can model the axillary region of the breast. Other deformable
breast registration studies have proposed the use of patient-
specific in vivo parameters to determine biomechanical prop-
erties.21,23
During ABUS imaging, up to three scans are rendered to
image the breast in its entirety. The Invenia system scans
from the superior to inferior margins of the breast producing
axial images. The scans are performed in an AP view. For dif-
ferent views of the breast, this process can be repeated with
parasagittal imaging planes. Multiple ABUS scans allow the
ability to estimate the patient-specific distribution of elastic
properties in the breast. Inclusion of ABUS-based elastogra-
phy or pulse echo segmentation47 could offer great benefits
for the deformable mapping algorithm and other biomechani-
cal techniques for use in FEA. With more ABUS scans, the
need for an additional marker near the axilla region of the
breast could be helpful in relating ABUS projections. This
study only considers one ABUS volume; whereas, up to three
volumes can be taken during an ABUS exam of a patient.
Stitching or overlaying ABUS views into one volume would
be helpful and provide better coverage for deformation of the
DBT-FE base algorithm. ABUS stitching or overlay could
also allow this technique to deform the base ABUS model
into the DBT base model. This would allow the correct cystic
and dense lesion material properties to be assigned before
FEA to their respective lesions. A future goal is to include
correlation between DBT and ABUS sets in the axilla region
of the breast.
When translating this technique to patients, we intend to
use more external markers placed at better breast locations
and have the patient wear a special camisole for the ABUS
acquisitions. Currently, this study shows satisfactory results
with the use of just three external markers for both phantoms.
The use of more external markers will allow for full coverage
of the breast including the axillary region and we can better
determine what number of markers and their locations render
the best results. As shown for the results of Phantom B, it
would be better to directly determine which marker locations
are best for all patient data using the same number of markers
at the same locations and then using the algorithm to deter-
mine the minimum needed for a desired registration result.
We expect that with the use of a breast ultrasound cami-
sole, breast movement between various scans can be
restricted. This restriction should reduce the effect of varying
the compression between ABUS views. The use of the cami-
sole can also address an additional potential problem with the
external markers becoming attached to the ultrasound mesh
paddle between multiple ABUS compressions. This camisole
would need to be made of sheer material similar to the Inve-
nia mesh membrane that does not affect the ultrasound depth
of penetration and also does not interfere with coupling to the
ultrasound transducer. Ultrasound penetration and coupling
of the Invenia mesh material is well understood and in some
cases the use of this material improves coupling as it holds
ultrasound gel in place. The SonoCine AWBUS system
(SonoCine, Inc., Reno, NV)48 is a commercially available
system that uses an ultrasound camisole that fits similar to a
sports bra to reduce breast movement during scanning. By
restricting breast motion, a breast camisole should allow for
improvement in lesion registration for the deformable map-
ping algorithm.
Specifically, even if some markers become detached there
will still be a sufficient number remaining that can be used
for registration. This study uses a tight 15 mm bound when
determining a match between corresponding lesions since the
phantoms have a uniform background. When translated to
real breasts, this bound will likely increase due to breast
heterogeneity and breast structures (i.e., Cooper’s ligaments)
that will not be modeled in the FE process. In addition, we
expect to segment glandular tissue from the background adi-
pose tissue in the breast of the ABUS41 and DBT images.
Several studies, have found successful results in determining
breast density from DBT breast images.42–44 Although, the
poor spatial resolution of DBT in the z (depth) direction
reduces the accuracy of the dense tissue segmentation in that
direction, the overall coarse volumetric segmentation should
still be of value in providing information about the spatial
distribution of the glandular and adipose tissues within the
breast for the deformable mapping. This should assist with
the lesion correlation when the method is translated to patient
images.
The process that took the most time in this study was the
manual segmentation. In order for this technique to be effec-
tive in a clinical platform semi-automated and automated seg-
mentation techniques will be needed and explored. Once all
images are segmented the automated deformable mapping
algorithm takes about 40 min to run on a Windows 7 Intel
CoreTMi7 CPU with a speed of 2500 MHz and 4 GB RAM.
The runtime could be improved greatly with a computer with
more memory and a capable GPU.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates the potential use of deformable
mapping techniques to relate lesions between DBT and
ABUS breast images. The utilization of external fiducial
markers has been shown to improve the accuracy of this
approach. The resulting one-to-one correlation between
lesions in DBT and ABUS could help improve radiologists’
characterization of breast lesions, which can reduce patient
callbacks, negative biopsies and false negative biopsies.
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Future work will expand this platform to include an IRB
approved study for patient volunteers, and an expansion of
the deformable mapping technique for use in relating lesions
in other breast modalities such as MRI, dedicated breast CT
and transmission US.
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